April 14, 2015
Attn: CRA President John Briscoe and CRA Recording Secretary Greg Powers
cc: 2015-16 CRA Board of Directors
cc: Past CRA Presidents Steve Frank, Mike Carrington, Greg Hardcastle, Sergio Picchio, Jon
Fleischman, John Courtney, Mike Spence, Ken Mettler, Celeste Greig
I love CRA – otherwise why would I have invested 26 years of my life to CRA? I was honored to serve as
your National Committeeman and State Chaplain.
Two years ago when I ran for CRA National Committeeman, I was provided a delegate list three weeks
out which enabled me to communicate with convention delegates prior to the state convention at which
I was elected by a unanimous vote.
At our March convention this year, I was seeking re-election and was unable to obtain a list of our
convention delegates being informed three days out that the list was not available. However, CRA
Membership Secretary George Park conveniently had said list which he utilized to solicit delegate votes
for his re-election. It would appear that my opponent benefited from some means of communication
that I did not have.
Okay, it is what it is. My 26 years of CRA experience was no match to a wonderful, fine gentleman
(whom I got to know a few years ago through my former boss and dear friend – the Honorable Bill
Leonard) who had never held a CRA state or local office and had only been a member in CRA for a
matter of months. Yet --- This wonderful gentleman, who I have no issue with, will now, no less,
represent this 80-year-old grassroots conservative institution at the federal level -- National Federation
of Republican Assemblies!
Something just does not smell right!
I am afraid that our lack of focus and strength at the CRP, as well as our lack of coordination with other
state-wide conservative organizations, will cause us now to lose our "CRA-drafted" state GOP platform.
At the last CRP convention which saw, after a 4-decade battle, the state party officially recognized the
Log Cabin Club, reflecting the absence of a CRA proxy drill, two conventions in a row! The other side had
a well-funded proxy drill, while we watched seated on the sidelines! CRA has become irrelevant at the
state party level -- we can no longer claim with pride that CRA is the conscience of the California
Republican Party. We are so ineffective it appears that we will most likely lose our effect on the state’s
party platform due to our wandering in the wilderness while on this CRA’s leadership watch.
It is for the above stated reasons, I am refiling my original complaint regarding the denial of a delegate
list prior to the beginning of the convention, because it was neither recognized nor addressed by the
CRA president and board. I also wanted to share this information with friends who have served as past
presidents of CRA and who also understand the vital role we play at the CRP.
Two years ago, John – you and your handlers George and Aaron – campaigned on a slogan “Expect
More”! Two years later, that did not work for me – I got less! If CRA loses the state GOP platform, then
all of CRA got less! You were the champions of the rules, yet I got short-changed in the violation of
those rules – specifically CRA Bylaws Section 11.11.

I appreciate all of you who are active in CRA as it tries to make a difference and be relevant again as the
“conscience” of the California Republican Party. God bless each of you as you serve in leadership in this
once-great conservative organization.
My best wishes to you as your work is cut out for you!
Sincerely,
Bill Cardoza
Immediate Past CRA National Committeeman and State Chaplain

